A. Optical density of VO2 substrate without antennas Figure S1a shows the optical density (OD) of the 50 nm VO 2 film used in the experiments, for temperatures below and above the phase transition at 68
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• C. The sample shows an isosbestic point (wavelength at which the absorbance does not change) around 1000 nm wavelength. The experimental spectra furthermore show a number of weak (OD<0.05) thin-film Fabry-Perot fringes. Overall, the level of absorption and the isosbestic point around 1000 nm wavelength are reproduced by the numerical model as shown in Figure S1b , using experimental values of the dielectric function of VO 2 taken from spectroscopic ellipsometry. Figure S1c and d shows the response of the VO 2 film associated with the picosecond insulator to metal transition (IMT). The spectral response following switching at a pump energy of 13 nJ is shown in Figure S1c for a delay time of 100 ps. Clearly, the signal increases strongly from the isosbestic point toward the infrared, which has motivated our choice for using 1600 nm as the readout wavelength for the VO 2 phase transition in the main text (the signal to noise ratio of the combined supercontinuum laser and detection electronics deteriorates further toward the IR). The time dynamics of the phase transition shows the same behavior for wavelengths of 1200 nm and 1600 nm as illustrated in Figure S1d . Figure S2 shows an overview of all the arrays used in our experimental studies. The lengths of the horizontal and vertical antennas, L h and L v respectively, was varied to obtain multifrequency crossed antenna arrays where the resonance wavelengths could be independently tuned. Overall, the underlying VO 2 is of sufficient smoothness to allow high-quality e-beam nanofabrication using standard lift-off techniques. Figure S3 shows a detailed helium-ion microscopy image of a number of antennas, revealing clearly the polycrystalline nature of both substrate and antennas, with grain sizes in the range of several tens of nm. The antennas have a semi-cylindrical shape with rounded end-caps, an show a an ambiguity in exact dimensions of ±10 nm typical for the e-beam processing and the polycrystalline morphology of the gold.
B. Helium-ion microscopy images of nanoantennas fabricated on top of the VO2 thin-film

C. Optical spectra and pump-probe response of all antenna-VO2 hybrid arrays
A complete overview of all the spectroscopic experiments on the multifrequency arrays is shown in Figures S4 and  S5 , following the layout of the helium-ion microscopy images, i.e. shortest antenna lengths top left, to longest antenna lengths bottom right. The antenna spectra in Figure S4 show a pronounced evolution of optical resonances from 950 nm for the shortest, 160 nm lengths, to 1800 nm for the longest, 360 nm antennas. The resonance at 750 nm • C and 80
• C set using a heater stage. (c) Experimental pump-probe response ∆OD/OD for VO 2 film, for pulsed excitation at 1060 nm pump wavelength and pulse energy of 13 nJ, repetition rate 0.1 MHz. The spectrum was collected for a pump-probe time delay of 100 ps. (d) Time-dependent modulation ∆OD/OD for probe wavelength of λ probe = 1200 nm, pulse energy P pump = 13 nJ (black curve), and for λ probe = 1600 nm, pulse energy P pump = 4 nJ (red curve).
corresponds to the transverse plasmon resonance and does not depend much on the precise configuration of the array. Additional to the length tuning, a redshift of the longitudinal modes is observed due to coupling effects within the array, as the orthogonal antenna is increased in length. This trend is most clearly observed in the extracted peak positions shown in Figure 4a of the main text.
The nonlinear differential signals ∆OD are presented in Figure S5 again for the corresponding arrays of Figure S2 . Here all four combinations of pump and probe polarizations were investigated, in order to explore the combined effects of different excitation and readout configurations and multifrequency arrays. In previous work this strategy was used successfully to extract effects of cross-interactions between antennas mediated by a nonlinear substrate
1 . In the antenna-VO 2 hybrid response, such cross-interactions between closely spaced antennas is virtually absent, demonstrating the highly localized nature of the phase-change response around the antennas. The results from Figure S5 were used to extract dip-to-peak values in the modulation associated with the antenna resonances, which were subsequently normalized to the maximum of the optical density spectra of Figure S4 to obtain the relative modulation amplitude ∆OD/OD max . The results for this analysis are presented in Figure 4b of the main text.
II. SIMULATION DETAILS
To obtain the theoretical results shown in Figures 1, 3 , 4 of the main text and in Figures S1b, S6, S7 of this Supplementary Information material, we exploited a combination of FDTD and FEM simulations. The OD and ∆OD spectra of the arrays (Figures 1b, 3b , 4c-4d, S1b, S6 and S7) were calculated using the FDTD method, whereas the temperature profiles and the consequent shape of regions around the nanoantennas where the VO 2 changes its phase under optical pumping were obtained from FEM simulations (Figure 3c-3e) .
A. OD and ∆OD spectra: Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD)
According to the experimental setup we modelled the system with the bare VO 2 film as a 50 nm-thick VO 2 layer on top of a glass substrate and embedded in air. The antenna-VO 2 hybrid is simulated by placing gold nanoantennas on From the optical viewpoint the refractive index of the glass substrate was taken equal to 1.45, while the dielectric function of the nanoantennas was obtained from an interpolation of the experimental data of gold by Johnson and Christy 2 . The dielectric function of the VO 2 film below and above the phase transition temperature (≈ 68 • C) was achieved by using variable-angle spectroscopic ellipsometry taken on the same sample as used in the antenna experiments.
The incident radiation was modelled as a plane-wave impinging perpendicularly onto the sample surface, with an electric field aligned either to the long or short axis of the antennas. To calculate the OD and ∆OD spectra we exploited the FDTD method implemented in the commercial software Lumerical Solutions 3 . The transmission spectrum (T ), obtained by means of a "Frequency-domain field and power" monitor placed beneath the substrate, was then elaborated to yield the OD through the relation OD= −log 10 T . The OD spectra shown in the Figures were obtained by subtracting the OD of the VO 2 (black curve in Figure S1b ), to mark off better the optical behavior of the antennas. The theoretical black curves of Figure 1b and the curves of Figure S6 are achieved with this setup by employing the VO 2 complex refractive index of its insulator phase, while the red curves in Figure 1b were obtained by using the complex dielectric function of the metal phase of the VO 2 film. As to the ∆OD spectra (Figures 3b,  4c-4d, S7 ), they were calculated as the difference between the OD of the array before and after the pumping: the former is calculated on the basis of the usual model of the antenna-VO 2 hybrid with the insulating VO 2 film (as above-mentioned), whereas the latter is achieved by switching the VO 2 permittivity to the metal phase in specific regions of the film around the nanoantennas (red hot-spots in Figure 3e of the main text). These hot-spots are FEM simulations have been performed via the COMSOL Mutiphysics software 4 to infer the regions inside the VO 2 film where the pump-induced transition in optical properties occurs. This effect is determined by the temperature distribution in the system at the probing time, which involves the solution of the diffusion equations for the heat produced by the metal NPs and the absorbing film. For the sake of simplicity, here we simulated an isolated antenna on top of a VO 2 dielectric film lying on a glass substrate: this holds provided that the antennas are far enough from each other in the array configuration, as it is ensured by the interparticle face-to-face distance of 180 nm. For each antenna size we performed two simulations, one with the incident electric field oscillating along the long-axis (longitudinal polarization) and one along the short-axis (transverse polarization) to embrace both the horizontal and vertical pumping case of all the samples. For instance, by simulating the longitudinal-polarized and the transversepolarized pumping of the 190 nm long antenna we can deduce the effect around the horizontal and the vertical antennas, respectively, when a pumping electric field is horizontally applied see Figure 3c in the main text. The FEM simulations consist of two-steps. First, an one-frequency optical simulation is carried out to obtain the total electric field in the system, which is necessary to know the heat source distribution. This is realized through the use of the "Electromagnetic Waves, Frequency Domain" COMSOL module and a "Frequency Domain Study". The wavelength and intensity of the incoming plane-wave, impinging perpendicularly on the film-substrate stack, were set Figure S2 . 
where ρ, C p and k are the density, heat capacity at constant pressure and thermal conductivity of the material in each point, T is the temperature, t the independent time variable and q the heat power density at each point. The values of ρ, C p and k for Au, VO 2 , SiO 2 and air, were inferred from three seminal handbooks 5, 6 and are encased in Table SI . As to q, all the absorbing points inside the system are seen as sources of heat that are active for 10 ps: this is the estimated time of illumination of the pumping-laser, after which the system is let evolve and optically recorded at the probing-time, i.e., 40 ps from the pumping switching-off (50 ps after the beginning of the pumping-probing measurement/simulation). What is actually inserted in the diffusion equations is the heat power density relative to each discretized element of the simulation domain, calculated by virtue of the formula
where ω is the frequency of the pumping radiation, E the total electric field vector in the concerned point, ϵ 0 and ϵ the vacuum and local permittivity (as in all our discussion, we refer to the local or medium permittivity as the relative dimensionless permittivity). The use of the stationary solution of the electric field in this formula is justified as the optical cycle of the plasmon excitation is of the order of the femtoseconds, whereas the heat diffusion time-window investigated in this study spans over many picoseconds. Moreover, even if in principle all the (absorbing) VO 2 film can be considered as a heat source, the contributions of q more than a few hundred nanometers away from the antenna can be neglected in the picosecond time regime because of the low value of the thermal conductivity of the VO 2 (see Table  SI ), which shifts the significant time-scale for the diffusion in the VO 2 towards bigger values than the considered tens of picoseconds. By running the simulations we have obtained the heat power density and temperature distribution around the nanoantennas at the probing-time as depicted in Figure 3c -3e. Finally, regarding the used mesh, tests with different mesh sizes have been performed to ensure the convergence of all the simulations: we recall that, for the nanoantennas and the VO 2 regions around them, a nanometric size of the elements composing the volume discretization were set to achieve an accurate description of the system.
C. Separating contributions from the VO2 and antenna sources
In order to evaluate the contributions to the local phase transition from light absorption in the gold antenna and in the VO 2 , we separately calculated the temperature profile by selectively removing the heat sources localized in either the substrate or the antenna, respectively. Figure S8a shows the total temperature rise caused by resonant excitation of the antenna mode of a 210 nm long gold antenna. The contributions of light absorption in the gold antenna and the VO 2 were split off in Figure S8b and c. Clearly, Figure S8b and S8c shows that absorption outside the plasmonic antenna dominates the heat source distribution under conditions of resonant pumping, and nearly completely explains the temperature increase without requiring additional energy transport from inside the nanoparticle into the VO 2 layer. The microscopic calculations including localized absorption, heat diffusion and IMT response allow to estimate the typical energies and efficiencies involved in the process. A key figure of interest is the energy contained in the switched VO 2 regions for the various antenna geometries. We define an effective IMT energy E IMT by summing over the volume of the phase-switched VO 2 hot-spots the contributions of the single mesh element according to the formula
where C p,i , ρ i , v i and ∆T i are the heat capacity (at constant pressure), density, volume and temperature increase characterizing the i-th volume element (of the discretization) residing inside the VO 2 regions undergoing IMT. We note that, in order not to miss the contributions lost via thermal diffusion in time, we took the ∆T i found inside the regions with temperature greater than the critical one (i.e., T =68
• C) at the laser switching-off time, namely after 10 ps from the pumping and diffusion kick-off. The obtained values of the effective switching energy, yielded from the FEM simulations of all the 5 antenna sizes under both longitudinal and transverse polarization, are summarized in Table SII. The energy conversion efficiency η IMT is obtained by dividing the effective IMT energy E IMT by the total energy of the simulated system (i.e., by letting run the i subscript of formula 3 over all the elements of the simulation domain) and is displayed in Table SII for all the concerned cases. Figure S9 graphically presents the data for the total energy absorbed by the antenna-VO 2 hybrid, the energy contributing to the IMT in the VO 2 hot-spots, and the overall conversion efficiency. Our calculations show a maximum conversion efficiency inside the VO 2 hot-spots up to 46% TABLE SII: Effective energy in the IMT regions E IMT and total conversion efficiency η IMT of the antenna-VO 2 hybrids, for all the 5 nanoantenna lengths, and for both longitudinal and transverse polarization.
of the total absorption at resonance, i.e., for the shortest antennas when their longitudinal plasmon mode is excited by the pump laser. However this efficiency drops steeply as the antenna resonance is shifted away from the pump wavelength by increasing the antenna length. For pumping at the transverse polarization, the overall efficiency stays relatively constant within the range 12.5%-15% over the entire antenna length range.
